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WELCOME TO HIGH SCHOOL PE:  Larry Ammerman 

The Physical Education Department attempts to provide a wide variety of activities so all students 
have the opportunity to learn and participate in many life long activities.  Emphasis is on participating 
to the best of one’s ability, appropriate conduct in a co-educational setting, cooperation with peers, 
and having fun in the various activities.

Physical education prepares children to be physically and mentally active, and helps them stay fit and 
healthy for life.  Here are some of the many benefits children receive from a quality PE program:

•  Improved physical fitness.
•  Skill and motor skills development.
•  Provides regular, healthful physical activity.
•  Teaches self-discipline.
•  Facilitates development of student responsibility for health and fitness.
•  Influence moral development, leadership, and cooperation with others.
•  Stress reduction – an outlet for releasing tension and anxiety.
•  Strengthened peer relationships.
•  Physical education can improve self-confidence and self-esteem.
•  Respect - PE helps you respect your body, classmates and teammates.
•  Experience in setting goals.
•  Improved academics!

PE teaches children how to be active in 
many sports or activities. They take 
their new skills and confidence and use 
them outside of school ...for life.

Research by the Physical Activity 
Council shows that adults who have PE 
are less sedentary and participate in 
more activities outside of school. 

Why is physical education in our local 
schools important? Many teens are 

showing early signs of cardiovascular risk factors such as physical inactivity, excess weight, high 
blood cholesterol and cigarette smoking.  Inactive children are more likely to become inactive adults.  
Healthy lifestyle training should start in childhood to promote, improved cardiovascular health in 
adult life. 

As children we spend most of our time playing.  As we get older we lose sight of how much fun it is 
to play.  We are hoping to help students remember how much fun playing and learning can be!



Advanced Math ~ Rick Stover 

 This semester I am working with 123 students consisting of 59 students in Algebra 2, 
41 in Pre-Calculus and 23 in Calculus. College-bound students should take a “core 
curriculum” which includes three years of math, at least through Algebra 2. 
Students in these courses use their own or a school-provided TI-84+ 
graphing calculator to use throughout the year.  Graphing calculators are 
excellent tools that help students develop connections algebraically, 
numerically, and graphically. Parents or students wishing to purchase their 
own are encouraged to get one of the Texas Instruments model TI-84+ 
calculators. The best time of the year to purchase one is right before school 
starts up in August, since that is when they are typically on sale. These 
calculators are approved for use on the ACT and SAT Exams. 
      
 Calculus students have been learning about limits, continuity, and derivatives. They 
will again have the opportunity to earn 5 college credits through concurrent enrollment with 
DMACC in the spring semester. The students must complete the ALEKS test with a score of 
76 or higher to be eligible to take Calculus second semester. Students are completing this 
process now through early December. 
      
 Pre-Calc students have recently finished studying exponential and logarithmic 

functions and will close out the semester starting a three chapter unit on 
trigonometry. 
     
  Algebra 2 students are completing a unit on the study of functions and 
their graphs. They will complete a graphing project using an online grapher 
at desmos.com in which they will design their own drawing using 
transformations (shifts, reflections, and dilations) of the functions we've 

recently studied. 
  
 If a math student is in need of extra help, a couple of sites 
worth looking into are Khan Academy and Math TV. These sites 
provide lessons, worked out problems, as well as extra practice 
problems in all areas of math, from pre-algebra through trigonometry and 
calculus. Encourage your son or daughter to check out these sites if they haven't already. 

     If you have questions or concerns, please don't hesitate to contact me at 
 rstover@roland-story.k12.ia.us 

 

http://desmos.com/
mailto:rstover@roland-story.k12.ia.us


Math	Courses	–	Leland	Schwartz	

This	year	there	are	three	sections	of	Geometry	at	the	high	school.		So	far	
the	main	topics	students	studied	are	deductive	and	inductive	reasoning	
and	the	properties	of	basic	geometric	shapes	such	as	triangles	and	
quadrilaterals.		The	students	will	soon	be	studying	properties	of	circles,	
polygons,	and	3-dimensional	shapes.		

There	are	two	sections	of	Algebra	I	this	year.		These	students	have	studied	
the	order	of	operations,	simplifying	expressions,	and	graphing	equations.		

They	just	finished	working	with	linear	equations,	which	included	lots	of	
graphing.		The	class	has	recently	moved	on	to	more	in-depth	topics	
involving	linear	equations,	including	parallel	and	perpendicular	lines.	

There	is	one	section	of	Integrated	Math	2.		This	is	the	second	year	of	the	
math	requirements	for	students	who	do	not	take	the	traditional	track	of	
Algebra	1,	Geometry,	and	Algebra	2.		These	students	have	learned	a	
variety	of	topics	that	are	covered	in	the	other	classes,	just	at	a	different	
pace	and	order.	

Have	school	closings/delays	emailed	
directly	to	you.																																											
Sign	up	on	the																																					
Roland-Story	District																								
website	under	email															
notifications.



Family	and	Consumer	Sciences	
		
	 The	Family	and	Consumer	Sciences	program	at	Roland-Story	High	School	includes	a	
Child	Development	course.	In	this	course,	students	learn	about	prenatal	development	through	
age	5.	This	year	FCS	teacher,	Mrs.	Katie	Brouwer,	has	been	able	to	collaborate	with	the	early	
childhood	teaching	team	at	Roland-Story	Elementary	School.	Because	of	this	collaboration,	
students	have	benefitted	through	increased	experiences	working	with	children.	For	example,	
the	high	school	students	toured	the	preschool	learning	space	
(while	no	children	were	present)	in	order	to	analyze	the	
environment	and	understand	why	the	rooms	are	set	up	the	
way	they	are.		
	 	
	 Next,	students	travelled	to	Iowa	State	University	to	
observe	children	in	the	Lab	School.	This	gave	students	the	
opportunity	to	observe	for	long	periods	of	time	to	understand	
guidance	techniques	and	analyze	developmentally-appropriate	
care.		

	 The	last	portion	of	our	semester	will	be	spent	working	with	RS	preschoolers,	pre-
kindergarteners,	and	kindergarteners.	The	high	school	students	
will	gain	hands-on	experience	and	apply	their	learning	from	the	
course	of	the	semester.	This	type	of	learning	is	possible	thanks	
to	the	early	childhood	teaching	team	at	Roland-Story	
Elementary	School.	Lastly,	students	will	create	a	final	project	
that	encourages	exploring	a	topic	from	the	semester	at	a	deeper	
level	and	creating	a	resource	for	community	members	who	may	
be	interested	or	for	those	who	may	benefit	from	such	resource.	
Topics	discussed	so	far	include	inclusive	playgrounds,	food	
allergies,	and	technology	impacting	development.		

	 The	high	school	students	prepared	two	activities,	“grateful	
turkey”	and	“pumpkin	pie	in	a	cup”,	that	encouraged	creativity,	motor	skill	development,	and	
conversation!	High	schoolers	practiced	guidance	techniques	and	observed	developmental	
skills.  

	

 

 

Industrial	Technology	news	from	first	semester	2018-19		



Roland-Story	Industrial	Technology	keeps	improving	each	year.		Students	are	demonstrating	
excellent	skills	in	product	design	and	product	development.		With	purchases	of	new	equipment	
each	year,	the	students	are	able	to	enhance	their	skill	level	and	make	better	and	higher	quality	
projects.		The	following	is	a	description	of	the	accomplishments	for	each	class	this	semester:	

Computer	Integrated	Manufacturing-	
This	course	involves	the	study	of	modern	manufacturing	
automation	through	the	use	of	C.A.D.		(Computer	Aided	
Design),	C.N.C.	(Computer	Numeric	Coding),	and	C.A.M.	
(Computer	Aided	Machining).		Building	on	computer	solid	
modeling	skills,	students	use	C.N.C.	equipment	to	produce	
actual	models	of	three-dimensional	designs.	The	students	are	
currently	producing	house	signs.		The	signs	are	last	name	
capital	letters	of	the	home	owner	with	their	house	number	
cut	out	of	the	middle.		

Wood	Processes	and	Production	–	
During	this	semester	students	did	a	great	deal	of	work	on	

various	wood	joints	used	in	woodworking	and	cabinet	
making	construction.		We	experimented	with	a	simple	box	
project	that	utilized	five	different	joinery	techniques.		
Several	supporting	assignments	helped	to	develop	an	
understanding	of	wood	identification,	board	feet	
calculations,	cost	estimating	and	wood	finishing	methods.		
All	of	these	learned	techniques	helped	students	as	they	
completed	their	final	individual	semester	projects.		

Welding	–	
The	work	done	in	Welding	Technology	focuses	on	the	entire	process	of	fusing	metal.		Students	

learned	welding	blue-print	reading	and	development,	metal	
preparation,	equipment	settings	and	adjustments,	weld	joint	
construction,	welding	in	various	positions	and	weld	finishing.		All	
students	demonstrated	Oxyacetylene	Welding	(OFW),	Electric	Arc	
Welding	(SMAW)	and	Gas	Metal	Arc	
Welding	(GMAW)	processes.		All	of	
these	skills	were	applied	to	their	final	
Welding	Project	for	the	Semester.	

Technical	Drawing	–	
Technical	Drawing	is	one	of	the	most	important	courses	offered	in	
Industrial	Technology.		All	of	the	other	Industrial	Technology	
courses	utilize	the	skills	and	information	provided	in	Technical	
Drawing.		Students	learn	basic	drafting	skills,	measurement	(using	
fractions	and	decimals),	multi-view	drawings,	isometric	design	and	
Computer	Aided	Design	(C.A.D.)	for	both	Engineering	and	Architecture.	



Multimedia	–	
Multimedia	is	a	year	round	course	that	summarizes	the	
events	and	activities	surrounding	the	Roland-Story	
school	year.		The	final	product	to	come	from	the	year’s	
efforts	is,	of	course,	the	hard	bound	publication	known	
as	the	yearbook.			Students	learn	digital	photography	
and	photo	editing.		Using	the	Jostens	Yearbook	
Website	these	photographs	are	imported	onto	the	
page	templates.		The	pages	are	then	arranged	and	
manipulated	to	final	design	layout	and	then	sent	off	
for	publication.		Roland-Story	was	awarded	the	
National	Yearbook	Program	of	Excellence	Award	for	the	2018	Yearbook	Publication.	
You	can	order	your	R.S.	Yearbook	by	going	to	their	website:		www.jostens.com	

Second	Semester	Courses	will	include:	
Materials	Processing	 	 Architectural	CAD	
Metals	Technology	 	 Engineering	CAD	

 

Fall/Winter Newsletter 2018 

Don’t forget to order your 
yearbook at jostens.com 

  
or contact Mr. Higginbottom at 

phigginbottom@roland-story.k12.ia.us 

http://jostens.com
http://jostens.com


Agriculture Education 

 The Agriculture Education department has been off and running this 
fall in both the classroom as well as the FFA organization.  We are serving the 
needs of 97 students between the four classes which include:  Agriculture 
Education I, Meteorology, Animal Science, and Agricultural Mechanics.   

We are offering two sections this year of the Agriculture Education I 
class.  We continue to utilize the CASE (curriculum for agriculture science education) curriculum 
entitled AFNR (agriculture food and natural resources) in which the students are learning about 
agriculture opportunities and careers.  In addition, the students have spent time learning about 
parliamentary laws and procedures and are just finishing a unit in the wood shop area. 

The Agricultural Mechanics class is currently working on a unit involving plumbing.  Previous 
units included the engineering process (where they worked on wind turbines), small gas engines and 
electrical wiring.  Future units involve engineering and design work. 

In our Meteorology class, the students are learning about climate and weather and the factors 
that influence both.  Our most current topic is on condensation and evaporation. 

In the Animal Science class, students have animal care, breeding, nutrition, and animal health. 

Our FFA chapter finished the summer with activities at the State Fair where members showed 
livestock, displayed photography, and participation in the Agricultural Demonstrations division.  The 
group finished first in the Agricultural Demonstrations and Presentation division with their topic on 
DNA extraction.  In September, over 50 FFA members sponsored our annual Farm Safety program for 
all RS 3rd graders.  Eight students attended the National FFA Convention in Indianapolis in October.  
Fruit sales ended in November and the chapter had excellent sales this year.  Later in November, Jon 
Snsgaard’s committee is hosting our 13th annual ‘Kids Against Hunger” program for all RS 2nd 
graders. 

Further Information about the Agriculture Education program can be located at our departmental web 
site:   www.rsffa.org 

Fair Oaks – Roland-Story FFA members who attended the National 
FFA Convention in October visited the 36,500 head dairy cow 
operation in Fair Oaks, Indiana as part of their convention tour



pH lab – In the Agriculture Education class, all of the freshmen students were given 
instruction and trainings in using Lab Quest computer interface devices to help analyze 
solutions in their sciences unit of instruction. 

Over 50 FFA members assisted this fall with the annual 3rd grade Farm Safety 
program that the RS FFA has now sponsored for 41 years

Harness the Wind – all 20 students in the Agriculture Mechanics classes were 
given instructions in their new unit on wind energy turbines this fall.  Once of 
their activities was to create a handheld hub and blades

Garden work – this past spring and summer, over 80 FFA members and Ag 
Education students volunteered 316 hours of time to help plant, care for and 
harvest in excess of 25,000 pounds of produce from the FFA community garden 
that was then donated to 4 different area food shelves

Jackson Sterle represented Roland-Story FFA at the Clay County Fair 
where he was involved with the showing of his swine which are a part 
of his SAE project

The Roland-Story FFA won the Iowa State Fair Agricultural 
Demonstrations competition this past summer.  Shown with the 
championship team were Mike Naig and Julie Kenney, Iowa Secretary 
and Deputy Secretary of Agriculture, along with RS FFA members Maddy 
Stevenson, Brendan Taylor Sam Skaar and Kat Hawley

6th	Grade	Science	Mr.	Morton		



	 The	6th	grade	science	class	has	been	hard	at	work	on	various	aspects	of	the	state’s	
science	curriculum	this	school	year.	With	the	state	recently	making	adjustments	to	Iowa’s	
version	of	the	Next	Generation	Science	Standards	(NGSS)	to	guide	the	state’s	science	curriculum,	
the	focus	of	the	6th	grade	science	program	has	spread	throughout	the	various	areas	of	science.		

	 Students	are	exploring	several	different	areas	of	physical,	life,	and	earth	science	this	year	
in	6th	grade.	These	various	areas	include:	states	of	matter,	interactions	
of	matter,	parts	of	an	atom,	the	periodic	table	of	elements,	cells,	human	
body	systems,	the	rock	cycle,	relative	aging	of	rock	layers,	and	global	
warming.	Students	will	be	participating	in	several	projects	as	well.	These	
projects	will	include:		
• Several	hands-on	activities	to	better	understand	molecules	in	motion		
• Creating	a	model	of	a	cell	that	includes	the	cell’s	organelles.			
• Interpreting	the	different	bones	&	joints	in	an	actual	x-ray.			
• Developing	presentations	on	how	global	warming	and	the	potential	
melting	of	Earth’s	permafrost	may	affect	the	Earth.		

	 Much	of	the	focus	with	these	projects	will	be	for	students	to	become	more	independent	
in	their	learning.	They	will	be	given	the	freedom	to	explore	the	different	concepts	of	science	at	
their	own	pace,	while	often	times	collaborating	with	other	students	to	complete	a	common	task	
and	to	discuss	knowledge	gained	from	doing	the	task.		

 

Speak	Up	in	5th	Grade	

This	fall	the	Roland-Story	5th	grade	has	teamed	up	with	the	Central	Iowa	
RSVP	(Retired	and	Senior	Volunteer	Program)	to	help	students	learn	the	
value	of	communication	and	gain	skills	in	public	speaking.		The	eight-week	
program	teaches	students	how	to	organize,	write,	and	prepare	 
a	speech	that	provides	concise	information	while	keeping	the	audience’s	
attention.		

The	fifth	graders	have	given	their	speeches	on	a	
variety	of	topics	ranging	from	horses,	to	vacations,	to	guides	on	buying	
guitars.		The	process	of	preparing	and	giving	a	public	speech	has	benefited	
them	in	building	their	confidence,	overcoming	fear,	and	developing	skills	for	
future	presentations.		It	has	been	a	lot	of	fun	to	see	the	relationships	
between	the	students	and	the	RSVP	volunteers	grow	throughout	the	weeks.	

5th	Grade	Social	Studies	



	 This	year	is	flying	by.	I	can’t	believe	it	is	December!	We	are	pushing	towards	winter	break	
and	it	feels	like	we	just	got	started	with	school.	The	5th	grade	social	studies	students	are	
entering	our	earliest	civilizations	unit.	In	this	unit,	we	discuss	the	Mound	Builders	of	the	
Midwest,	the	Anasazi,	or	Cliff	Dwellers,	from	the	Four	Corners,	and	the	Inuits	from	Canada.	We	
then	move	on	to	discuss	the	Mayans,	Aztecs,	and	Incas.		

	 During	this	unit,	we	do	a	lot	of	comparing	and	
contrasting	of	groups	from	that	time	period,	as	well	as	
relating	it	back	to	us	and	seeing	how	much	our	lives	are	
different	compared	to	theirs.	The	students	like	to	hear	about	
all	the	weird	foods	they	ate,	as	well	as	the	sacrifices	(they	
love	learning	about	those)	and	different	beliefs	of	the	
earliest	people	in	the	Americas.	During	this	unit,	they	do	a	
lot	of	peer	teaching	on	different	topics	of	the	ancient	
cultures.	Some	of	those	topics	include:	arts,	religion,	
calendars,	food	and	agriculture,	writing,	trade	and	transportation,	as	well	as	many	others.		

	 Once	they	have	a	firm	grasp	on	the	different	groups,	they	will	pick	one	group	to	focus	on	
and	create	an	artifact	that	would	have	been	found	there.	They	will	need	to	research	it	and	tell	
me	what	is	was	used	for,	what	it	was	made	out	of,	how	it	was	made,	when	it	was	made,	where	
was	it	made,	do	we	have	any	similar	items	like	it	today,	and	what	can	you	determine	about	the	
group	based	on	the	artifact.	They	will	then	have	to	create	the	artifact	using	whatever	supplies	
they	want.	We	will	place	all	of	our	artifacts	in	the	library,	or	our	“Museum	of	Natural	History,”	
and	the	students	will	have	to	present	about	them	to	the	class.	It	has	been	a	fun	and	fast	year,	
and	I	look	forward	to	seeing	where	it	goes.	Happy	Holidays!	

 

7th	grade	Math	and	Social	Studies	~	Cindy	Holmes	

OPEN ENROLLMENT 2019-2020 

Parents/guardians considering the use of open enrollment to 
enroll their children in another public school district in the State 

of Iowa for the 2019-2020 school year should be aware of the 
following dates: 

March 1, 2019:  Last day for regular open enrollment 
requests. 

September 1, 2019:  Deadline for students entering 
kindergarten.



	 It	is	a	time	of	year	that	reminds	us	to	be	thankful!	I	am	so	very	thankful	for	the	7th	
graders.	I	get	to	see	them	walk	through	my	door	to	learn	about	Math.	We	try	to	make	sense	of	
how	you	combine	negative	and	positive	numbers,	we	try	to	make	sense	
of	fractions	and	when	we	need	a	common	denominator,	and	we	try	to	
put	letters	and	numbers	together.	But	most	importantly	we	learn	how	to	
persevere	and	improve.	If	we	fail,	we	learn	how	to	fail	forward	by	
learning	from	our	mistakes.	This	is	where	some	of	our	best	learning	
takes	place.		We	learn	that	we	do	this	in	our	crazy	lives	also.	If	we	
improve	every	time	we	fail,	we	are	looking	at	being	pretty	successful.		

	 I	am	so	proud	of	the	Math	students	for	approaching	Math	everyday	to	learn	and	to	figure	
it	out.		It	is	a	sure	sign	that	we	have	7th	graders	that	are	quality	people	who	persevere	and	desire	
to	become	better.		I	also	get	to	see	these	same	7th	graders	walk	through	my	door	to	learn	about	
our	amazing	country.	We	learn	all	of	the	background	knowledge	from	past	religions,	
governments	and	evolvement	of	the	world.	It	all	effects	today,	and	we	are	excited	about	that.	So	
far	we	have	talked	about	the	beginning	of	civilization	and	how	we	learned	to	settle	as	farmers,	
grow	into	needing	cities,	laws,	and	other	occupations.		

	 On	Fridays	we	have	leadership.	This	is	a	time	where	we	can	focus	on	
the	leadership	qualities	we	have	to	offer	our	teams,	classes,	friends	and	
families.	We	break	it	down	to	our	top	5	and	how	we	use	them	to	make	a	
positive	difference	as	well	as	our	bottom	2	or	3	and	how	we	can	improve	
them.	Many	students	didn’t	know	they	were	leaders,	but	the	truth	is	we	
are	all	leaders	and	we	get	to	decide	if	we	are	good	or	bad	leaders.	The	
other	focus	is	on	our	value.	Our	value	never	changes	even	if	our	skill	is	

not	as	high	as	those	around	us.	On	the	other	hand,	our	value	does	not	go	up	if	our	skill	is	higher	
than	those	around	us.	Whether	we	are	one	of	the	most	talented	or	not,	we	have	a	valuable	role	
to	hold	by	using	our	top	leadership	qualities	and	continuing	to	develop	our	bottom	leadership	
qualities.		

	 We	also	are	focusing	on	a	word	this	year.	Each	7th	grader	chose	a	word	and	has	defined	it,	
shared	what	it	means	to	them,	and	how	they	want	to	act	it	out	during	their	7th	grade	year.		
Overall,	it	is	a	fantastic	7th	grade	school	year.	I	am	looking	forward	to	the	next	121	school	days	as	
we	continue	to	learn,	grow	and	value	those	around	us.	There	are	a	lot	of	reasons	to	be	very	
thankful	and	the	opportunity	to	teach	these	amazing	7th	graders	at	Roland-Story	is	right	there	at	
the	top!	

3	Key	Tips	for	 Struggling	Students	~	
Megan	Alonzo		



School	is	meant	to	be	an	enlightening	place,	a	place	where	students	are	expected	to	take	their	
thinking	above	and	beyond.	School	can	also	be	a	challenging	place,	a	place	where	one	might	not	
want	to	go	because	he	or	she	is	having	a	difficult	time	with	the	expectations	being	set.	As	
educators,	we	want	nothing	more	than	for	students	to	feel	and	be	successful	with	these	
challenges.	Getting	to	work	with	students	in	the	general	education	and	special	education	
classrooms	has	presented	me	with	a	lifetime	of	memories.	It	has	also	given	me	an	opportunity	to	
support	students	in	finding	ways	to	be	successful	and	overcoming	challenges.	I	have	created	a	
list	of	three	key	tips	that	I	believe	can	help	a	struggling	student	become	more	
successful.		

~	Get	Organized	~		
Organize!	This	doesn’t	just	mean	lockers	or	binders,	but	everything!	Getting	
and	staying	organized	at	home	can	help	carry	over	success	to	school.	Color	
coding	notebooks	and	folders	or	a	binder	or	notebook	with	dividers	are	some	
easy	ways	to	stay	organized	for	classes.	A	big	hit	in	recent	years	with	some	of	
my	students	has	been	an	accordion	file	folder.	This	not	only	holds	
assignments	for	each	class,	but	it	is	big	enough	to	hold	notebooks	too!	Staying	
organized	can	help	students	in	being	more	prepared	for	classes.		

~	Think	Small	~		
As	a	student	gets	older,	the	assignment	load	for	each	class	may	get	larger.	Students	will	be	
assigned	long-term	projects	or	assignments	with	future	due	dates.	With	these	types	of	
assignments	and	projects,	it	is	important	that	students	learn	how	to	manage	their	time.	
Breaking	up	assignments	and	projects	into	small,	manageable	working	chunks	will	not	only	
make	the	task	easier,	but	will	provide	students	with	an	opportunity	to	set	goals.	It	is	important	
that	this	is	modeled	and	taught	to	the	student,	as	time	management	can	be	a	very	difficult	thing	
to	master.	Small	steps	will	lead	to	big	rewards!		

~	Find	Different	Ways	to	Study	~		
With	today’s	technology,	there	are	numerous	ways	for	students	to	
study.	Students	are	able	to	use	their	Chromebooks	or	phones	in	a	
variety	of	ways,	such	as	creating	flashcards,	highlighting	and	taking	
notes,	or	watching	videos	made	by	teachers	explaining	a	topic	or	
concept.	Students	can	even	create	their	own	quizzes!	Regardless	if	
they	are	studying	at	school	or	at	home,	time	management	becomes	
another	critical	piece.	It	is	vital	that	a	student	understands	the	

importance	of	studying	a	little	each	night	rather	than	just	the	night	before	the	important	quiz	or	
test.	Whether	studying	independently,	with	a	friend,	or	with	a	parent,	a	little	each	night	can	go	a	
long	way.		

Organizational	skills,	time	management,	and	good	work	habits	are	essential	for	every	
learner!	

Mrs. Payne’s Strategy Center



We have had a great first quarter in Mrs. Payne’s room!  The students have been busy with 
a variety of activities and it is exciting to see all of the new things that the students are 
learning. Several students have also done class presentations.

� � � � 	

� � � � 	

Mrs.	Hawley	brought	in	caterpillars,	which	we	watched	as	they	formed	chrysalises	and	then	
emerged	as	monarchs.		The	butterfly	releases	were	exciting.	

� � 	



We	have	done	several	cooking	activities	in	our	room.		Some	of	the	things	we	have	made	are	Rice	
Krispie	chicken,	monkey	bread,	hot	dog	roll-ups,	mozzarella	sticks,	chicken	noodle	soup	and	
corn	muffins.	

� � � � 

We	have	also	completed	some	STEM	(Science-Technology-Engineering-Math)	challenges	in	our	
room,	in	which	the	students	brainstorm	solutions	to	problems	and	create/improve	items.	

� � 

One	of	our	favorite		activities	each	week	is	Adaptive	PE,	where	the	students	have	worked	on	
basketball	and	soccer	skills,	dancing,	and	other	team	games.	

� � � � � 	



Title	1	Reading	
	

Mrs.	Staton	and	Mrs.	Stevenson,	Title	1	Reading	teachers,		have	been	hard	at	
work	helping	our	students	in	their	journey	to	become	better	readers.		We	
are	currently	using	the	Wilson	Reading	Program	and	the	Wilson	
Fundations	Program	

The	Wilson	Fundations	curriculum	&	the	Wilson	Reading	Program	
emphasizes	a	systematic	approach	to	teaching	foundational	reading	skills	
focusing	on	phonemic	awareness,	phonics/

word	study,	high	frequency	word	study	(trick	words),	vocabulary,	
spelling,	fluency,	and	comprehension.		In	addition	there	is	a	
handwriting	component.	
		
Fundations	&	Wilson	Reading	incorporate	a	scaffolded,	
multisensory	approach	that	teaches	skills	sequentially	and	
cumulatively.		Instruction	takes	place	for	25	minutes	daily.		Students	use	manipulatives	that	
include	dry	erase	boards,	letter	tiles	and	letter	boards	as	they	learn	letter-sound	correlation	and	
are	taught	to	segment	and	blend	phonemes.	

With	our	Kindergarten	students,	we	are	working	on	our	letter	sounds	and	letter	names,	sight	
words,	segmenting	3	letter	words,	and	word	families.			

The	most	important	thing	you	can	do	is	put	your	cell	phone	down	
and	read	to	and	with	your	kids	each	and	every	day.		Some	fun	things	
to	do	while	driving	would	be	rhyming	games,	find	certain	letters	on	
signs,	or	have	your	child	read	to	you	while	you’re	driving.		It	doesn’t	
take	that	much	time	and	it’s	quality	bonding	with	your	kiddo!	

 

Classes Resume 

January 3rd 



Thankful for supportive parents!

Helping in the lunchroom

Inclined	planes	make	learning	about	friction	fun
Reading 15 minutes each day helps build your fluency

Diving into multiplication and division

Graphing was lots of fun

Responsible for our agendas

Animals were fun to see when the FFA presented farm 
safety

Decoding in reading and coding on the Chrome books

Enjoying learning cursive



2nd Grade  
Highlights!                     

Science News 

Our second grade students have been learning about bees 
and other pollinators and their importance in the food chain. 
We had a local beekeeper come in and teach us about 
honeybees and the factors involved in the decrease in their 
numbers.  We also got to sample some delicious honey!  We took a field trip out to 
McFarland Park to expand our knowledge through interactive games and hands-on 

activities.  While there we also learned about the parts of a tree and the 
tree life cycle. 

Play Day! 

Once again, the elementary joined the Global Play Day initiative. We 
decided to explore a half day of unstructured, screen-free play.  We 
saw many positive examples of creative, sustained play! The students 
loved having the freedom to play inside or outside with friends in 
different classes and across different grade levels. 

 Learning to Serve Others 

Second grade is lucky enough to once again participate in the Kids 
Against Hunger program. We partner up with our high school FFA 
program to accomplish packaging hundreds of meals. The program 
starts up with a lesson on Tanzania and its culture.  The kids learn 
how the people use the food and what they have to use when there 
are no food packages. It is a great opportunity for understanding 
world cultural differences! 

 

Every day’s a busy day, but we find time to work and play! 

Miss Anderson 
Mrs. Hull 
Mrs. Brueggeman 
Mrs. Rule 



Pre-K	~	Mrs.	Watson	

2018	went	by	in	a	flash.	In	PreK	we	have	been	learning	about	many	
things	within	each	season.	When	learning	about	these	we	are	
continually	working	on	our	pre-academic	math	and	literacy	skills	
and	social	skills.	Many	of	our	activities	for	literacy	and	math	skills	
incorporate	the	themes	we	talk	about.	

We	have	learned	about	being	a	good	learner	and	friend	and	what	
that	looks	like.	We	have	talked	all	about	fall;	the	changes	that	take	

place,	animals,	apples,	pumpkins,	and	firefighters	during	fire	
prevention	week.	We	took	time	in	November	to	talk	about	Thanksgiving	and	all	that	goes	with	it	
including	family,	friends,	and	food	groups.	December	brought	time	to	talk	about	our	five	senses,	
gingerbread	stories,	and	Christmas.		

Pre-Kindergarten	is	Monday-Friday	from	8:10-11:05.	We	enjoy	having	Guidance	with	Mrs.	O	and	
Library	with	Mrs.	Morris.	We	enjoy	getting	our	physical	activity	in	at	recess	time	and	music	is	
incorporated	throughout	our	day.	

Pre-Kindergarten	is	truly	a	gift	to	students.	It	is	a	year	for	them	to	continue	to	develop	
emotionally	and	socially.	It	is	a	year	for	them	to	gain	confidence	and	self-esteem! 
 

         
Preschool ~ Mrs. Arnold & Mrs. Bauer 

 Roland-Story offers a preschool program at the elementary 
school for children who are age 4 by Sept. 15 of the current school year. 
The program runs Monday-Thursday with a morning section and an 
afternoon section. Days are spent learning how to be a good friend, 
cutting, glueing, singing, and developing an understanding of our abc’s and numbers. If you are 
interested in preschool, please sign your child up on the school website under the preschool tab or you 
may sign up in the elementary school office. Sign up begins on Jan. 4 and ends April 1st. There will 
be a lottery-type drawing to determine enrollment. 

 



	

The Roland-Story Newsletter 
is published five times per 
year:  at the end of each 

quarter and in July.  It is also 
available on our website at 

rolandstory.school. 
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DATES TO REMEMBER: 

Classes Resume January 3   

Parent/Teacher Conferences: 

February 12 - Middle School 
March 12 - Elementary 
March 14 - High School








